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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following factors would NOT be considered when
evaluating whether specific behavior by a banker violates the
statute?
A. Whether there was a demonstrable business purpose

B. The standard for business amenities and entertaining in that
particular part of the country
C. The social and family ties of the banker
D. Whether a business transaction was consummated as a result
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
CORRECT TEXT
Which command is used to set the hostname of the local system?
(Specify ONLY the command without any path or parameters.)
Answer:
Explanation:
hostname

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which flag bits of the STP protocol are not used by the Flag
field in the RSTP configuration BPDU? (Multiple choice)
A. TCA
B. TC
C. Agreement
D. Proposal
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which type of BGP AS number is 64591?
A. a public AS number
B. a private AS number
C. a private 4-byte AS number
D. a public 4-byte AS number
Answer: B
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